
Welcome to the first edition of Oriel’s Values In 

Perspective (VIP) Report – our periodic take 

on the commercial aircraft market and values. 

In this issue we want to focus on the Cas-

tlelake 2014-1 – a recently announced ABS 

which is a test case on many levels.  It includes 

the oldest fleet securitised to date – with an 

average age of 17.5 years, it is very much front

-loaded and large portion of the portfolio is 

comprised of turboprops.   

To combat the naturally suspicious investor attitude Cas-

tlelake is taking a very conservative approach to its LTVs pro-

posing 51.7% Class A and 75.4% Class B exposure based on 

the Adjusted Market Values.  Without having access to the 

specifics of the fleet Oriel estimates the Castlelake portfolio 

Current Market Value to be in the order of $588m on the “half

-life” basis, some 14% lower than the announced valuation.  

This makes the LTVs at closing at 60% and 88% for Classes A 

and B, respectively, demonstrating a potentially higher implied 

risk. 

In Oriel’s opinion, turboprops in general have their Market 

Values firmly above Base.  Some 40% of the portfolio’s cur-

rent value is attributed to turboprops.  The remainder of the 

portfolio has limited long-term value due to its advanced age 

and in our opinion there is little upside for most of these types 

from a market value perspective. 

Castlelake strongly relies on three components: the current 

leases running their full terms on the larger assets (A340-

300s, 777-200ER, 767-300ERs), disposing of these larger air-

craft and re-leasing turboprops. 

With the average remaining lease term of 4.2 years at closing, 

a large portion of the portfolio is on “stub” leases.  Such short-

er leases typically have higher survival rate and are likely to 

carry through to completion with few disruptions.  However, in 

December 2013 Orenair has returned two 2001-built 737-800s 

to ILFC replacing them with two aircraft from GTLK, only 5 

years younger.  In the Castlelake portfolio, Orenair is respon-

sible for one 2000 vintage 737-800 and a 1999-built 777-

200ER – the largest aircraft in the portfolio. 

Nearly all non-turboprop types are expected to be liquidated 

after their current lease.  Castlelake has extensive experience 

in managing the end-of-life solutions and is proposing a varie-

ty of part-out and “greet time” management techniques.  It 

has to be noted that monetising the part-out value may take 

far longer than a straight-forward sale especially when the 

salvaged material is used to manage shop visits and operation 

of the remainder of the fleet. 

 

We expect that the pre-determined liquidation strategy will 

support part-out decisions as the aircraft’s future utility is al-

ready crystallised in the securitised paper.  With liquidation 

already decided the lessor has no incentive to prolong air-

craft’s life at a cost of downtime and re-marketing expendi-

ture.  Should the first industry downturn strike at the time of 

the highest number of liquidations – as suggested by the 

KBRA’s stress testing – the proceeds could be at scrap levels 

or deferred until spares demand resumes towards the tail-end 

of the downturn. 

The securitisation further expects the “excess” maintenance 

reserve payments to benefit the equity holders.  With the no-

tion of the maintenance reserves becoming an immediate cash 

flow rather than a potentially risky investment, the likelihood 

of part-out grows even further.   

Given the advanced age of the fleet, Castlelake has to provide 

the market with the convincing story of how this portfolio is 

going to survive its 15-year tenor.  It is turboprops the secu-

ritisation is relying on for its longevity – their share of the fleet 

by number of aircraft increases from 33% at closing to 50.2% 

after four years.   

One of the factors that Castlelake will have to come against in 

the future is the growing number of non-specialist lessors in 

the turboprop space.  The likes of ALC and DAE with the ATR 

orders are expecting to have placed their new deliveries 12-18 

months in advance.  The turboprop operator market functions 

on a much shorter-term scale:  airlines often seek fleets within 

2-4 months before deployment by which time typical large-

aircraft lessors could be feeling rather uncomfortable.  This 

mismatch of the planning horizons in different aircraft sectors 

could soften the pricing discipline which has been the corner-

stone of supporting turboprop values and lease rates through 

the latest downturn. 

Because of its determination to have all of the aircraft sold at 

the end of the second lease Castlelake 2014-1 relies heavily 

on its servicing team.  As correctly mentioned in the Kroll’s 

report, many of today’s lessors feature much younger fleets 

and thus are not experienced in the end-of-life asset manage-

ment and specific markets these assets proliferate.  Should a 

new servicer need to be found the arrangers might have a 

very limited list of options. 

It is clear that the Castlelake 2014-1 is a brave step in an at-

tempt to harness the capital markets’ exuberance for the ben-

efit of the older aircraft fleets and the specialists in the mar-

ket.  It exposes a new type of investor to the very specialist 

sector of the aircraft market promising strong returns yet as-

sociated with significant risks.  It is unlikely that the issuance 

will open the door for a mass of similar papers – the barriers 

to entry are still quite high – but it demonstrates the growing 

strength of the “end-of-life” sector and evolution of the aircraft 

finance. 
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  Year of Build 

Year of Value 1995 1999 2004 2009 2014 

CMV $6.75 $8.75 $13.50 $20.25 $35.33 

2014 $6.75 $9.25 $14.25 $21.25 $36.83 

2015 $6.13 $8.40 $12.94 $19.30 $30.85 

2016 $5.54 $7.61 $11.74 $17.50 $25.10 

2017 $5.01 $6.88 $10.62 $15.85 $22.73 

2018 $4.51 $6.21 $9.60 $14.33 $20.55 

2019 $4.06 $5.60 $8.67 $12.94 $18.55 

2020 $3.65 $5.04 $7.81 $11.67 $16.72 

2021 $3.27 $4.53 $7.02 $10.50 $15.05 

2022 $2.93 $4.06 $6.30 $9.43 $13.53 

2023 $2.62 $3.63 $5.65 $8.46 $12.14 

2024 $2.33 $3.24 $5.05 $7.58 $10.88 

2025 $2.07 $2.89 $4.51 $6.78 $9.73 

2026  $2.57 $4.02 $6.05 $8.69 

2027   $2.28 $3.58 $5.39 $7.75 

2028  $2.02 $3.18 $4.79 $6.90 

2029   $1.79 $2.82 $4.26 $6.14 

2030   $2.49 $3.77 $5.45 

2031     $2.20 $3.34 $4.83 

2032   $1.94 $2.95 $4.27 

2033     $1.70 $2.60 $3.77 

2034   $1.50 $2.29 $3.32 

Airbus A319-100 Market and Base Half-Life Values 

The A319-100 Market Values 

are close to Base and are 

likely to reach parity should 

the current market optimism 

continue.  While these values 

assume our representative 

specification (64t MTOW and 

V2524-A5 engines) there is a 

clear market preference for 

the double over-wing exit.  

On the new aircraft we as-

sume Full-Life in delivery 

year and 75% in the next 

year. 

The total A319 fleet stands 

at 1,320 aircraft, including 

18 parked, according to the 

CAPA Fleet database.  A fur-

ther 80 A319s are on order 

bringing the total orderbook 

to 1,400.  The top five oper-

ators (EasyJet (140), US 

Airways (93), United (65), 

Delta (57) and BA (44)) ac-

count for nearly 400 aircraft, 

or 28.5% of the orderbook. 
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ORIEL: WHO WE ARE 

The ‘new’ aircraft appraisal company Oriel is founded by Les Weal and 

Olga Razzhivina. The company provides expert valuation and advisory 

services for the commercial aircraft sector.   

Direct contact with the clients is one of the cornerstones of Oriel’s phi-

losophy in offering its services to all stakeholders in aircraft finance 

and ownership.  

Les Weal has over 35 years of aviation experience, including over 25 

years in valuation and advisory roles.  Olga Razzhivina has been work-

ing in aviation for over 15 years and holds the Senior ISTAT Appraiser 

qualification.   
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